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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
Welcome to the last edition of the Global Watch Weekly Report for 2011.
We felt it would be fitting to end this year by focusing on some of the corporate logos that we see
today in the corporate world. Previously we have focused on symbolism and imagery used within
the music industry, film and entertainment as well as the video game industry. However in the
corporate world the same vein of dark symbolism is found as one unravels the thinking behind
the development of the corporate logo’s of some of the world’s largest and wealthiest companies.
Obviously we are all probably aware of some of the more common representations such as the
eye of Horus ands its connection to the likes of the corporate logo for AOL and CBS.

However there are more sophisticated representations that we would like to address which
uncover a whole Pandora’s box of intelligent design and influence behind the method and
symbols that some of the world’s most famous brands use to represent themselves.
Finally, we would like to wish you all a great run in to 2012 and hope that you will continue to
support us in 2012 as we continue to provide these weekly reports and provide evidence of
biblical truths regarding the formation of the world government agenda.
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During the 20th century, urban environments got
taken over by corporate logos. Studies have
reported that an average person is exposed to
about a thousand logos a day. Few people however
ponder on the symbolic meaning of these marketing
tools and their occult origins.

upon the enemies of Ra, Horus commanded Thoth,
the God of Secret Wisdom, that the winged sun-disk
with the erect serpents should be brought into every
sanctuary of all the gods of the lands of the South
and North.”
The author continues about symbolism:

Think about where you encounter logos on an
average day: they are on household items, on cars,
on clothes, in tv ads, on billboards, on insignias and
all over sporting events. Logos are one of the
results of extensive studies (funded by the
Rockefeller’s “Chicago School”) in cognitive
sciences, neuropsychology and biology. Those
studies constitute the core of ”marketing”, a heavily
funded field which keeps its findings totally secret
from the general public. Why are the findings
secret? Well, if you knew why marketing worked on
you, you wouldn’t fall for it anymore.
The huge visibility of corporate logos is also an
opportunity for the elite to showcase their beliefs
and their power. The same way occult symbols are
inserted on buildings and sites, they are hidden in
plain view on corporate logos. We will now explore
the origins and meanings of the symbols used in
logos.
THE WINGED SUN DISK

“The symbolic points in the foregoing legend are
very old, for they belong to the earliest period. The
winged disk, which as a hieroglyphic means “to
become – to be – to create,” is a part of symbolical
ornamentation of every temple, displayed over
every gate and doorway, and a symbol of the
earliest expression of life after death that has
reached our day.”
-Thomas Milton Stewart, Symbolism of the Gods of
the Egyptians and the Light They Throw on
Freemasonry
The symbol is a representation of the ascension of
the soul to the Divine, with the help of the serpents
of wisdom and knowledge:
“And the meaning of the winged Sundisk is this, – It
is the symbol of perfect Aspiration towards the
Divine, of Purification of the lower nature, and of
final ascent into union with the One.”
-G.A. Gaskell, Egyptian Scriptures Interpreted
Through the Language of Symbolism Present in All
Inspired Writings

This ancient symbol is commonly associated with
Egypt, although it was also used by Persians and
Assyrians and also by remote cultures in South
America and Australia. It consists of a Sun orb
flanked by two wings. The Egyptians traditionally
depicted two serpents on the wings, representing
the goddesses protecting Upper and Lower Egypt.
Thomas Milton Stewart explains its mythological
meaning:

Egyptian mystics used the winged sun for ritualistic
magic and invocations:
“‘Emblematic of the element of air, this consists of a
circle or solar-type disk enclosed by a pair of wings.
In ritual magic it is suspended over the alter in an
easterly direction and used when invoking the
protection and co-operation of the sylphs.”
-Hope, Murry, Practical Egyptian Magic

“Horus, the Virgin-Born redeemer of the Egyptians, The winged sun is still being used today by groups
came intro the world to destroy the enemies of the like the Freemasons, the Theosophists and the
great God, Ra. Therefore Horus changed himself Rosicrucians.
into the form of the winged sun-disk, and took with
him the Goddesses Nekhebet and Uatchit in the
form of two serpents. After their successful war

www.globalreport2010.com
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“The Winged Globe is pre-eminently a Rosicrucian
symbol, although the Illuminati may lay claim to it,
and it may be admitted that it is of Egyptian origin.
The Winged Globe is the symbol of the perfected
soul making its flight back to the source of its
creation in the Elysian fields beyond.”
-Swinburne,
Teachings

Clymer,

The

Rosicrucians

So this ancient mystical and magical
representing the perfected soul has
entrances for millenniums and is still being
the same purpose. Here’s the winged sun
Rosicrucian and Masonic buildings:

Their

symbol
graced
used for
used on

Since the wings are the means of transportation of THE VESICA PISCIS
the perfected soul, this symbol has been used in the
This ancient symbol is the shape formed by two
automotive industry.
interlocking circles and is part of sacred geometry.
“Piscis” refers to the fact that the middle section
resembles a fish (piscies). Its mystical meaning has
always been shrouded in mystery but most agree
that it is meant to represent the feminine principle –
the “vulva of the Goddess”.

“The Vesica Piscis, two interlinked circles, is also
known as “the Yoni”. The name “yoni” refers to the
middle portion of the interlocking circles, is derived
from the Sanskrit meaning, “divine passage”. That
the yoni is the feminine, the yoni should be viewed
such that the divine passage becomes a correlation
to sex, or male/female union. It is this correlation,
and its relation to rebirth and regeneration that
remains a basic truth at the very core of Occult
structural foundations.”
John Yarker, The Arcane Schools
Medieval Christianity often represented Christ inside
a Vesica Piscis, representing the womb of the Virgin
and/or the gateway to the celestial world.

www.globalreport2010.com
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The vesica piscis also has an important meaning in
Freemasonry:
“The vesica is “a universal exponent of architecture
or Masonry, and the original source or fountain from
which its signs and symbols are derived— it
constituted the great and enduring secret of our
ancient brethren”

Chanel Corporate Logo
-George Oliver, Discrepancies of Masonry
Albert G. Mackey discusses the use of the vesica in
early Masonry:
“As a symbol, it was frequently employed as a
church decoration by the Freemasons of the Middle
Ages. The seals of all colleges, abbeys, and other
religious communities, as well as of ecclesiastical
persons, were invariably made of this shape.
Hence, in reference to the religious character of the
Institution, it has been suggested that the seals of
Masonic Lodges should also have that form, instead
of the circular one now used.”

Gucci Corporate Logo

Albert G. Mackey, Encyclopedia of Freemasonry
We can see a typical use of the vesica on a
masonic seal:

DC Shoes Corporate Logo

-

MasterCard Corporate Logo

Probably because of its association with sexuality,
the vesica is used by clothing companies its also
used by other brands

Kool Logo
www.globalreport2010.com
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Alfa Romeo make great
looking european cars. But
look closely at their logo. Why
is there a snake eating a little
terrified guy on it? I mean me
personally, I’m a human, not
a giant snake-dragon. So the
fact that a snake is eating a
person is unsettling because
we tend to identify with the person and not the giant
crowned snake. If you look at the logo’s history, the
ancient ones depicted the guy in a more The official
-

The corporate logo of the giant cell phone operator
Vodafone has also come in for major review over
the years. This logo has been criticized because
there are three 6′s hidden in it. Can you see them?
story of the logo is that Romano Cattaneo was
given the task to come up with a badge for the then
new company, in 1910. While waiting for a train at
Piazza Castello in Milan, he gained inspiration from
the Visconti family’s coat of arms displayed on a
door. It features a “biscione” which is a serpent
eating a human child.
It reportedly terrified the local populous of Milan in
the early part of the 5th century A.D. It has been
said that the human being eaten is a Moor, during
the Crusades. If that’s the case, who or what does
the serpent symbolize?
Some esoteric authors claim that the serpent is
actually a kundalini (shakra snake) eating the
material nature of man, thus signifying esoteric
initiation. It is possible. The symbol had been used
in numerous documents throughout history such as
Aztek drawings and alchemical engravements. The
logo today seems to have taken a definitive elitist
meaning, due to its usage by noble families, big
corporations and even pseudo-dictators such as ex
Italian Prime Minister, Silvio Berlusconi who had this
symbol placed on his front lawn.

As you might know, 666 is the biblical number of the
Beast in the Book of Revelation. It is associated
with Satan and the Antichrist. Students of occult
numerology learn that 666 refers to the material
man, who is driven by his lowest impulses. He is
thus similar to a beast and consequently embodies
his own worst enemy. Whatever signification people
attribute to the triple 6, it is always extremely
negative. The good people at Vodafone however
love it to a point that they use it all over their
advertisements:

www.globalreport2010.com
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concerning international politics? The figure on the
logo contain many symbols that need deciphering.
The white horse on the logo is most probably a
reference to the first horse of the Book of
Revelation. The biblical passages goes as follows:
“And I saw, and behold a white horse; and he that
sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto
him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer”
-Revelation 6,2
Another interesting yet disturbing fact is the
uncanny resemblance of the Vodafone logo with the
one of the KKK. The 6 of Vodafone is similar to the
blood drop from the Klu Klux Klan symbol. Are we
again referring to a bloodline?
The Council on Foreign
Relations is not a
corporation but this
logo
has
to
be
discussed here. If you
know anything about
international politics or
the plan for a New
World Order, you surely
know about the CFR. It
is has been named “the
most influential foreign
policy think tank in the world” by international
journalists. The list of its members is astonishing, to
say the least, as it includes gigantic names in the
corporate, financial and political world.

The man sitting on the horse is naked, symbolizing
the fact that he is wild and thus have no cultural
affiliation. He is flashing the “Sign of Admiration”,
one of the many occult hand signs the elite keep
waving at your face without you realizing it. Here’s
Napoleon (Freemason and Illuminist) making the
same sign.

Some examples of corporations: ABC News,
American Express, Boeing, Coca-Cola, Ford Motor,
Google, Halliburton, Heinz, IBM, Nike, Sony
Corporation America and Visa. Examples of
members: Barack Obama, Zbigniew Brzezinski
(Obama’s advisor), Hilary Clinton, Dick Cheney,
John McCain and David Rockefeller. Many authors
have observed that these figures are working
towards a world government and many members
haven’t denied this fact. Recently, Obama has
chosen the president of the Council on Foreign
Relations Richard Haass, along with senior CFRmembers Richard Holbrooke and Dennis Ross as
special Foreign Envoys/ Foreign Policy Advisors.

“The hand/arm salute of the CFR’s naked man atop
the white horse, in Masonic textbooks, is called the
“Sign of Admiration.” Its explanation is bound up in
the ancient pagan temple rituals of Israel’s apostate
King Solomon. In reality, this sign is the occult
salute of those who are of the Synagogue of Satan.
On the logo we see a naked man riding an angry The salute is made in honor of their leader and king,
horse and flashing some sort of medieval gang sign. Lucifer, whom the Scriptures call, the “Prince of the
Power of the Air.” Texe Marrs.
Is this the type of guy you would ask for advice

www.globalreport2010.com
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The logo also shows “Bechtel” stamped all over the
planet as if it was saying “We own this place, get
the hell off our property. The exploits of this
company have not been without controversy.
Stealing water from poor people:
The Bechtel vs. Bolivia case is round two of a fight
over something basic: water. Two years ago
Bechtel took over the public water system of
Bolivia’s third-largest city, Cochabamba, and within
weeks raised rates by as much as 200 percent, far
beyond what families there could afford. When the
company refused to lower rates, the public revolted.
Widespread protests eventually forced Bechtel to
leave.

Bechtel Corporation (Bechtel Group) is the largest
engineering company in the United States, ranking
as the 5th-largest privately owned company in the
U.S.[2]. Its headquarters are in the Financial District
of San Francisco[3]. As of 2010, Bechtel had $30.8
billion in revenue and employed 49,000 workers on
projects in nearly 50 countries.
Building chemical plant for Saddam Hussein:
Bechtel participated in the building of Hoover Dam
in the 1930s. It has also had involvement in a
number of other high profile construction
engineering projects: numerous power projects
such as refineries and nuclear power plants;
transportation projects including the Channel
Tunnel, the BART system, King Fahd International
Airport in Dammam (the largest Airport in the world
by land area), Hong Kong International Airport and
the Big Dig; and other projects such as the Kingdom
Centre and Tower in Saudi Arabia, Jubail Industrial
City, the rebuilding of the civil infrastructure of Iraq
funded by the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID), and the hauling
and installing of more than 35,000 trailers and
mobile homes for Hurricane Katrina victims in
Mississippi.

In 1988, just after Saddam Hussein had earned
international condemnation for using poisonous gas
against thousands of Kurds, Bechtel signed
contracts with Iraq to build a chemical plant.
Profiting from the fall of Saddam Hussein:
Critics in both the United States and allies like
Britain have questioned the process by which the
U.S. awarded Iraq contracts to American
companies. The profiteering from the destruction
caused by the shock and awe at the beginning of
the war has caused Bechtel to be accused of
disaster capitalism
Profiting from hurricane Katrina:

In 2005, Bechtel was awarded a no-bid contract by
The Bechtel family has owned Bechtel since the Federal Emergency Management Agency to
incorporating the company in 1945. Bechtel's size, install temporary housing for the Hurricane Katrina
its political clout, and its penchant for privacy have disaster relief effort.
made it a constant subject of scrutiny for journalists
and politicians since the 1930s. Bechtel owns and The lack of competitive bidding for the contracts
operates power plants, oil refineries, water systems, was criticized, as was the high cost of the contracts
and airports in several countries including the and the failure to support local, minority-owned
businesses.
United States, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
Why are the oceans red on the logo? Are they filled
with the blood of the innocent or something? And
why are the continents grey? Are they completely
paved with concrete?

There are many more pretty examples. Also, read
on Bechtel’s environmental record. It might explain
why the water is red and the earth is grey on their
logo.

www.globalreport2010.com
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man through the archaic images of its symbols and
rituals, and thereby produces those “changes in
subconscious” which the magician seeks.”
- W. E. Butler, Magic; It’s Ritual, Power and
Purpose

No company has received more bad publicity about
its corporate logo than Proctor and Gamble. The
corporation (who manufactures a great portion of
household products) has faced much controversy
during the 1980′s because of the dark symbolism of
its logo. Due to his bad reputation, the “Moon Man”
doesn’t appear on products anymore but he is still
on Procter & Gamble stock certificates as of this
date, and also at the entrance of some P&G
facilities.

Considering the fact that members of occult
societies like the Freemasons study Magic and the
power of symbols, there is little doubt that many
corporate logos apply this ancient knowledge. Some
logos are even suspected to be sigils, symbols that
have been magically charged to focus the
subconscious to perform particular tasks. In other
words, they’re more powerful than you think.

The logo features a moon crescent with a human
face on it. In occult symbolism, a human face on a
celestial body typifies it as a deity. The moon is
usually portrayed as a goddess because of its
receptive nature. In this case, who is this mysterious
masculine deity? Some clues concerning its identity
are hidden inside the logo. First, look at each end of the moon crescent..two horns. Look under the face
of the moon, near the circlePthere’s an inverted
666.
A big part of this analysis is personal interpretation,
based on research using esoteric documents who
are studied by the occult elite. You might agree or
not with all conclusions however the ultimate goal is
to encourage people to examine their surroundings
and ask “why”Pmaybe even doing some research
would be a bonus.
What is the point of inserting occult symbols in
logos? Is it an arrogant display of power by the elite
or a way to celebrate Mystery Religions? Esoteric
scholars affirm that symbols have deep reaching
magical effects on the masses:
“It is known that the Unconscious, whether personal
or collective works by means of pictures or images,
speech being a comparatively recent development.
[...] Magic [...] speaks to the subconscious mind of

www.globalreport2010.com
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MASONIC ORIGIN - SHOULD IT BE A SURPRISE?
Many corporate videos begin and end with the corporate logo. Most businesses have a logo, and yet how
many people realize the depth of thought that frequently goes into the creation of a corporate logo.
Traditionally, a safe distance is maintained between the world of business and the world of religion or mysticism, but in one area they do merge. Many researchers have found that the symbolism and shapes found in
corporate logos frequently devolve from deep symbols, which are found and described in the Masonic tradition.
Researchers have pointed out that many of the great men in American society are or were Masons. For example, 50% of American Presidents were members of the Masonic order. Likewise, many of the founders of
America’s great corporations also are or were members of the Masonic order, Many other famous Americans
such as Arnold Palmer, Jay Edgar Hoover, Burl Ives, Gene Audrey, John Glenn and more were 33rd degree
Masons.
Since much of Masonic study is known to concern itself with knowledge of important symbols, it should come
as no surprise that many these great leaders of American enterprises have chosen to blend symbols they
studied in Masonic teachings into their corporate logo.
To take a concrete example, consider the geometric oblong square, a shape found in many corporate logos.
The oblong square harkens back to an ancient practice found in Egypt in which visitors to the court would
stand with their heels touching and their feet pointing outwards, much like the first position in ballet. This
stance is one of the historical origins of the oblong square symbol, which also relates to the stance of Masons
in the first three degrees of their study.
We also find the oblong square symbol in
the Bank of America Logo, which actually
shows the footing position of the first
three degrees of the Masons. The same
oblong square is found in the Dell logo
and a winged oblong square symbol is found in the Sprint logo. Additional oblong squares are found in Sam’s
club and in the Enron symbol.
While all of this might seem like mere coincidence, it becomes more understandable when we remember that
the leaders of many of these giant corporations have studied these symbols in their secret Masonic initiations.
Finding this association between corporate logos and Masonic symbolism teaches us something about the
meaning of a corporate logo. A corporate logo is more than a mere attractive or dazzling geometric design.
The logo is meant to portray or symbolize some essential essence of the corporation. Or else, perhaps, the
symbol is recognition of a deeper reality to which the corporate leaders are devoted. In addition, one can
speculate that in keeping with the belief of the Masons, proper use of these symbols may actually bring into
realty the power represented by the symbol. So for example, inclusion of an oblong symbol in the corporate
logo is a recognition that the corporation as a whole or corporate body stands, at all times, before a higher
power. Employing a symbol like that in the logo serves as a reminder to all understand members of the corporate body, before whom they work and to whom they must reckon an accounting of their actions.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPLE LOGO
To find the meaning of Apple Computer's logo, its better to start at the beginning. It was founded on April
1st 1976 by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Ronald Wayne. The computer were hand-built by Steve
Wozniak and first shown to the public at the 'Homebrew Computer Club' in Palo Alto, California.
The Apple 1,went sale in July 1976,a local computer dealer saw it and ordered 100 units.About 200 of the
units were built and sold over a ten month period for the symbolically on selling price of $666.66.

Apple's first logo was designed by Steve Jobs and drawn by Ronald Wayne depicting, Sir.Isaac Newton
sitting under an apple tree. The word 'Apple Computers' were drawn on a ribbon banner ornamenting the
picture frame, and the frame itself have a quotation from words Wordsworth;
"Newton...A mind
thought...Alone"

forever

voyaging

through

strange

seas

of

Sir.Isaac Newton, was an English physicist, mathematician, astronomer,
natural philosopher, alchemist and theologian. And is considered by many
scholars and members of the general public, to be one of the most
influential people in the human history. Newton's scientific works may have
been lesser importance to him, as he placed emphasis on rediscovering
the occult wisdom of the ancient. He is probably best known for his work
on universal gravitation, he built the first practical reflecting telescope and
he developed a theory of colors, based on the observation that a prism
decomposes white light in to the many colors that formed the visible
spectrum. Perhaps, this why Apple later transition from their original
'Newtonian logo' to the more familiar 'Rainbow Apple'.
A prism is a triangular or a pyramidal transparent optical of element usually
made of glass that refract light. It is used to break light, up to is constituent
spectral colors, creating the colors of the rainbow. And this is something
Newton worked on and developed, in his works of optics.
Is it this Apple's way of telling us that they are of lights, enlightened or in someway manipulating light.
Perhaps, continuing the work of other people in the age of enlightenment, the 'Illuminati'. The question is;
Are they illuminating our mind using these technologies? In 1972,Rob Janoff working for 'Regis Mckenna'
as an art director was tasked to redesign the Apple's logo.

www.globalreport2010.com
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Regis Mckenna Incorporated, helped start several silicon valley
firms during 1970's and 1980's including America Online (AOL),
Electronic Arts (EA), Microsoft and many others. Although
Steve Jobs and the designer Rob Janoff, came out of the
'Hippie Culture', Rob said in an interview, that the rainbow color
was used because the Apple 2 was the first home/personnel
computer, that can reproduce images on the monitor in colors,
So it represent color bars on the screen. Also an attempt to
make the logo very accessible to everyone, especially the
youths, so that Steve could get them in to school. Another
source started that Steve wanted the rainbow color, so that it
humanized the company.
John Sculley, the executive of the Apple Company from 1983-93,was
asked about his thoughts on the logo, he answered, "one of the deep
mystery to me is our logo, the symbol of lust and knowledge bitten in
to, all crossed with the colors of rainbow in the wrong order. And you
couldn't dream of more appropriate logo pointing lust, knowledge, hope
and anarchy.
In the beginning, Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak were building an
selling the apple 1 computer, from the Job's family Garage, on 2066
Crist Drive Los Altos, California. So the question is where did these Kids got the idea to built and sell
computers?
Wozniak, was early interested in technologies and he went to work with Hewlett-Packard (HP), in Palo
Alto. Job's did a summer job there and later he took a job at 'ATARI', to save money for a spiritual retreat
to India. So how influential was the Hippie movement, drugs ,the counter culture and LSD when it came to
the equation of the Apple at the time when most computers were as big as houses and could only be
found in an industrial environment.
Once Jobs got stoned for the first time, during a high-school summer, he told in the 'Playboy Magazine'
1985,"You could get LSD fresh from Stanford". He and his girlfriend, often visited a commune called 'All
One Farm', where he practiced vegetarianism and experimented with more restricted diets, such as eating
only fruits. The two Steves, Jobs and Wozniak, were outcast during their high-school. By 1975,they had
withdrawn from Reed College and UC Berkeley respectively. Culture historian, Theodore Roszak made
the point that the Apple Computers emerged, from within the west-coast counter culture.
Eventually the rainbow colors in the Apple logo were replaced, by a monochrome theme of steel with a
light shining behind it, but more interestingly let us the look at the byte in the Apple's Logo;
According to the designer Rob Janoff,it is not a reference to
the computing term byte.
1 byte =8 bits
8(Eight) bits,or binary digit can be used to represent ,two
states of information;
ONE/ZERO, ON/OFF, TRUE/FALSE,
IGNORANCE/KNOWLEDGE, GOOD/EVIL

MALE/FEMALE,

The more bytes, more intelligence, the more information you can store or process faster.
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So what fruit is the apple referring to?
Is it the Newton's apple that fell on to his head, when he got the idea for how gravity works. Many have
speculated that it is the reference to the father of modern computer Alan Turing, who was imprisoned on
the charges of homosexuality, in 1952..He was first subjected to chemical castration, treatment with
female hormones, and in 1954, he eventually killed himself by taking a bite of a cyanide injected apple.
Also Alan's favorite childhood story was Snow White, where she falls asleep forever on eating an poisoned
apple, to be later woken up by a prince.
Or may be the fruit is a reference to the forbidden fruit in the 'Garden of Eden'.
The bite taken out of it suggest that it is. if this is a reference to the apple 'Tree of
knowledge of good and evil' in the Garden of Eden, then what does the Apple
company referring to, Eve, the Serpent or may be the knowledge itself (Malum in
Latin means both evil and apple). It is apple aligning themselves with the
adversary, duality, snake or the Lucifer, the rebel and the liberator of God's
monotheistic tyranny.
In 17th century, the apple was used as a generic term for all form of fruits.
Tomatoes were called 'Love Apple', Cucumber - Earth Apples, Oranges were
called Golden Apples and Psycho-Active substance 'Datura' was called Thorn
Apples. The Anthropologist, Jeremy Narby said in his book 'The Cosmic Serpent',
that he particular the plants communicate directly from images, feelings and
language during Ayahuasca and tobacco based ritual sessions. The
hallucinogenic thorn apples, the fruit of the Datura Plant, be the real fruit from the 'Tree of Knowledge', in
the Garden of Eden. And the hallucinogenic drug has the long history of getting the user in contact with the
Cosmic Serpent.
Finally, it is interesting to note that Steve Wozniak is also a sworn member of the Freemasons. Wozniak
describes his impetus for joining the Freemasons as being able to spend more time with his wife at the
time, Alice. Alice belonged to the Order of the Eastern Star, associated with the Masons. He says that
although he took the necessary oaths and is a lifetime Freemason, he doesn't actually put a whole lot of
stock in the mystical and religious overtones of the oath or the order. He says that he joined the
Freemasons for one specific purpose, but he is very unlike the other members of the order. He says he
quickly rose to a third degree Freemason because, whatever he does, he tries to do well. He was initiated
in 1980 at Charity Lodge No. 362 in Campbell, California
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Does the Mercedes Benz logo
make you think “luxury,”
“style,” “class,” and “comfort”?
This may be what it means
today, but for thousands of
years it had a far different
m e a n i n g . I t wa s t h e
“Triquetra” of the Druids and Celtics, who knew it’s
great secret: The symbol’s natural shape has the
ability to stimulate the human psyche and awaken
spiritual powers within us when we look upon it.
The Triquetra was principally a ceremonial device in
neolithic Europe, used in magic, ritual and religious The Triquetra can also be seen in another car
incantation. Superimposing the Triquetra over the company’s logo, that of Mitsubishi:
Mercedes logo immediately produces a very
“Mitsubishi. “Mitsu” means “three” and “hishi” means
obvious parallel:
diamond. Altogether the word means three
The Triquetra has appeared in numerous Pagan diamonds, shown in the logo.
works, starting with Pagan artwork and temples and
later moving to Gothic cathedral walls. Mercedes Coincidence is possible, of course, but unlikely: the
has taken this logo and induced a semantic shift in founders of Mercedes and Mitsubishi understood
the symbolism of the logo, disconnecting it from our the power behind these symbols and harnessed it to
inner quest for self and linking it to a product (in this control consumers.
case, a car).
Psychologists and mythologists like Carl Jung and
Joseph Campbell have long taught that symbols like
this continue to have a pull on the human mind.
They are deeply embedded in our cultural
consciousness, with a meaning that is long
forgotten but continues to affect us by circumventing
logic and reason by tapping into a more primal
source within us.

It is, of course, conceivable that this is coincidence:
some have argued that the Mercedes logo is in fact
a “wheel-and-spoke” symbol, related to tires. This
argument, however, is invalidated by the fact that
the current logo was crafted from the merging of
Daimler and Benz’ logos in 1926. Daimler’s logo,
before that merger, was a Triquetra without any
recognizable parallel to a tire; it was only later on
that the logo was altered to its current shape, well
after the original embedding of the Triquetra.

Marketers have known the link of these icons to a
consumer’s raw emotions for years, dating back to
over a hundred years ago. Even if they themselves
do not know the original meaning behind an esoteric
symbol, they intuitively understand its affect on
people and shift that feeling into their products and
thus unconsciously associating these ancient
symbols with their own products in the minds of
consumers.
Once learned and associated, the symbol’s identity
and the emotions it elicits become ingrained in the
mind forever, drawing us in again and again,
entering the deepest unconscious of our
unsuspecting thoughts.
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Let’s now look at another occult logo phenomenon The explanation of the symbols will come shortly,
in the auto industry—Oil companies and gasoline but first we must understand why these symbols are
so effective. The effectiveness of these symbols
stations.
depends on an understanding of Carl Jung’s theory
of the “collective unconscious”. This idea, in brief,
•
Texaco
•
Shell
posits that humans have a genetic memory of
ancient memories of humanity; a remembrance of
•
Sunoco
•
Amoco
the same rites of passages, ideas, images, etc. and
•
Chevron
so forth. These memories are shared and often take
•
Gulf
form as symbols; examples include suns
•
Mobil
symbolizing warmth, or skulls symbolizing death. He
calls these embedded symbols “archetypes”, and
These are all familiar names. However, each one they are a part of our makeup. According to Jung,
possesses an ancient, esoteric, mystically-charged we know them not from personal experience but
logo, a ready-made symbol.
from the thousands of years of experience from our
ancestors.
All of these logos have an inherent power in them
due to the ancient symbols they co-opt: they are so These corporate logos, then, take advantage of
effective at influencing people, in fact, that it may these archetypes. They lie at the core of every one
seem that the use of them transcends effective of us, and the big oil corporations obviously seem to
marketing into the realm of mind-control.
know this. Let’s take the shell symbol for example,
which is the logo of the Shell Oil Company:
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The Texaco logo, is another corporate oil company
logo that is patterned after an ancient emblem, the
pentagram or pentacle.
The pentagram is one of the most curious emblems
of esotericism, especially because of its shunning:
while the rest of the symbols spoken of in Part I are
inherently positive, comforting symbols, the
pentagram has always been considered a talisman
of power and shunned by the majority of people in
fear for thousands of years.

From Left to Right: Shell corporate logo; Botticelli’s “The Birth of
Venus”; Aphrodite in a sea shell from Amisos, now in the Louvre.
Bottom, From Left to Right: Shell design in architecture on NYC
building; ancient shell coin. shell atop a doorway on a bank in Buffalo,
NY; shell design inside the LDS Church.

As a result of these ancient uses, shells are
embedded in our collective unconscious as a
positive symbol. In Greek and Roman myth shells
were the mystic symbol of prosperity and
regeneration and, in their association with the sea,
the source of fertility. We all came from the sea, as
we all came from our mother’s womb; the shell thus
became symbolic of the mythic birth of the goddess
(i.e., Venus, Aphrodite, etc.).
For this reason, the shell was representative of the
Female Deity in pagan worship, and was associated
with:
•
•
•
•
•

love
birth
rebirth
manifestation
reproduction

all things we think of when we think of the sea
romantically
Seashell: Seashells are almost universally loved,
strewn along beaches like sea jewels that children
(and even adults) collect daily. Few realize,
however, that for a great deal of human history
shells played a vital role for man; they were used in
everything from money to art. Stone Age people
used seashells to adorn their jewelry, homes and
boats. In tropical countries, many tribes used shells
as money. The Incas buried seashells with their
dead. Throughout history, architects and artists
have incorporated shell motifs and symbolism into
their work. Gothic cathedrals and the famous
Alhambra in Spain are one example. Shells have
been found to decorate deities in the ruins of
Pompeii:

In Roman mythology, Venus, the goddess of love
and fertility, was said to be created from the foam
carried ashore atop a scallop shell. Many paintings
of Venus depict a scallop shell to identify her. One
example is Botticelli’s classically inspired The Birth
of Venus or “Venus on the half-shell.”
Decorative shellwork rises to prominence in the
17th century, whenEuropean nobility, inspired by
palaces like Medici’s Bobole Gardens in Florence
and the Villa d’Este outside Rome, commissioned
artists to recreate similar marvels on their own
estates. The seashell and other sea themes are the
most prevalent motifs in French Rococo Style.
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The seashell is linked to Spain’s famous Way of St.
James (a.k.a. “the road to Santiago”) which has
existed for thousands of years. It was one of the
most important Christian pilgrimages in medieval
times, together with Rome and Jerusalem.
While many are familiar with the Way of St. James,
few remember that it was actually constructed over
the ruins of a much older, now-forgotten holy
pilgrimage route. This older route was a fertility
pilgrimage, undertaken by young couples hoping to
bear children, and the scallop shell, true to its
ancient meaning, is believed to have been carried
by the pilgrims on this route. The Christians
continued this tradition in part, but dedicated the
road to St. James.

Again we ask What is the point of inserting occult
symbols in logos? Again we affirm it is an arrogant
display of power by the elite or a way to celebrate
Mystery Religions? Esoteric scholars affirm that
these symbols have deep reaching magical effects
on the masses.
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT MATERIAL

Please see below for some fantastic additional support material regarding the
symbology found within the world’s leading corporate companies.

Click Here For the Understanding Corporate Logo’s Video
Link above not working?: Then simply just type the following link into your web
browser and hit the return button. So simple.
http://www.globalreport2010.com/corporate-logos.htm
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